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EIGHTEENTH-CENTURY SCIENCE AND
THE CORPS SONORE: THE SCIENT'IFIC
BACKGROUND TO RAMEAU'S
PRINCIPLE OF HARMONY
ThomasChristensen

Therewas nothingJean-PhilippeRameauheld moresacredin his music
theory than the corps sonore. The corps sonore (literallythe "sonorous
body") was Rameau'sterm for any vibratingsystem such as a vibrating
stringwhichemittedharmonicpartialsaboveits fundamentalfrequency.Its
importancein Rameau'stheory can scarcelybe exaggerated.Rameauwas
convinced, the good Cartesianthat he was, that music was governedby
rationallaws, and that these laws could be deducedwith geometricrigor
froma single principle.He believedthe theorist'smost criticaltask was to
identifythis uniqueprincipleandto demonstrateits musicalconsequences.
And in all of his theoreticalpublicationssave his first, the corps sonore
served as this principle.In treatiseafter treatise,Rameauwould attempt
anew to prove that the corps sonore was the single unique principleof
music,how it aloneboreall elementsand rulesgoverningmusicalpractice.
Indeed, this theme became something of an idee fixe in his writings.
Nothingelse so dominatedhis thought.Rameau'sfascinationwiththe corps
sonore became by the end of his life an obsession; the corps sonore assumedcosmicproportionsin his writingsas a veritableicon, the progenitor
of all the arts, sciences, and even religion.
Notwithstandingthese metaphysicalexcesses, Rameaualwaysbelieved
that the corps sonore was first and foremosta scientificverity,definable
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with mathematicallanguageand confirmableby empiricalobservation.
And he had good reasonfor this belief. We knowthatthroughouthis life,
Rameauactivelysoughtthe supportand criticismof leadingscientistsand
academiesfor his music theory.Throughthese scientificcontacts,Rameau
learnedof physicaland mathematicaltheorieswhich seemed to give credence to his principleof the corps sonore. It is true that Rameaudid not
evince any sophisticatedunderstanding
of these scientists'sresearch,leadmisstatementsof factandencouraging
ing him at timesto makeunfortunate
the widely-heldview among his contemporariesthat the composer was
somethingof a scientistmanquee,a view still quitecommonamonghistorians today.'But this is an unfairjudgment.As this paperargues,Rameau
accuratelyreported-andeffectivelyincorporatedinto his theory-much of
the most progressivescientificresearchof his day.
of Rameau'smusictheory
This factis criticalfor our own understanding
of
the
most
composer's
proper.Many
sophisticatedtheoreticalformulations
(includinghis derivationsof the minortriad, dissonance,and mode) were
predicatedupon-and thus can only be understoodwhen analyzedalongside-the scientificdefinitionhe gaveto the corps sonore. As the scientific
researchuponwhichRameaureliedchangedduringhis lifetime(whichit did
at an unprecedented
rate)Rameauwas likewiseforcedto changehis definitionof the corpssonore,andas a consequence,thoserelevantportionsof his
theory.Tobe sure,some scientistsobjectedstrenuouslyto Rameau'sappropriationof theirresearch;but therewerejust as manywho weremorethan
willingto lenda handto the composerin his questforan acousticalexplanation of tonalharmony.The noisy and at times heateddebatethatRameau's
theoryprovokedamongthese scientistsis one which resoundseven today.
At the beginningof the eighteenthcentury,overtoneswere a well-confirmed but ill-understoodempirical phenomenon. The most advanced
scientifictheoryof the day,containedin the writingsof the Frenchscientist
JosephSauveur,correctlyanalyzedthe vibratingstringas a compositeof
harmonicallyrelated"modes."3The fundamentalmode of a stringconstitutesthe oscillationsof the entirestring,while the highermodescomprise
successivealiquotdivisionsof the string.But while Sauveurwas correctin
equatingthe upper modes with the higher frequenciesof overtones,he
could offer no plausibleexplanationmathematicallyor mechanicallyhow
such modes could coexist. Accordingto the then-acceptedformulaproposed by the EnglishscientistBrookTaylor(to determinethe frequencyof
a given vibratingstring),the shapeof any vibratingstringshouldbe sinusoidal.4Thus,scientistsin the eighteenthcenturywerechallengedto explain
how the empiricalphenomenonof overtonescould be reconciledwith the
understoodbehaviorof the vibratingstring.
WhenRameauwrotehis firsttreatiseof music, the Traitede 17harmonie
of 1722, he was unawareof Sauveur'swork. Locatedin the remotepro24

vincial city of Clermont, Rameau obviously had little chance to be informed
of the research undertakenby scientists at the Parisian Academie royale des
sciences. Had Rameau lived in Paris, in all likelihood he would have
learned much earlier of Sauveur's work, as in fact he did soon after moving
to Paris in 1722. As it was, Rameau based his Traiteupon the time-honored
tool of musica theorica: the monochord. By dividing a monochord string
into successive aliquot divisions (specifically up to the eighth division,
skipping the seventh), Rameau was able to construct a major triad. By invoking octave equivalence, he further claimed that any inversion, doubling,
or spacing of this triad would not alter its identity. More significantly,
though, he insisted that the undivided string had real musical significance
as a generative fundamental, and that this fundamental remained the same
for the chord in any form. This was the theoretical origin Rameau gave to
his basse fondamentale.. Of course, Rameau's string divisions directly
produced only the major triad. To produce the minor triad and various dissonant chords, while at the same time insisting that they, too, possess generative fundamentals analogous to the major triad, Rameau found it
necessary to juggle the ratios of his initial monochord divisions. Notwithstanding his awkward and often laborious number manipulations, Rameau's
musical premise was clear: all chords had definable roots, these roots remained constant even if the acoustical bass of the chord differs from it, and
finally, roots succeeded one another by a small number of interval progressions, intervals essentially the same as those derived by aliquot string
divisions.
The theoretical import of Rameau's fundamental bass, as well as its real
compositional and pedagogical value was quickly recognized by musicians.
One of Rameau's earliest admirers was the eccentric Jesuit, Louis-Bertrand
Castel. In an extensive review written for the influential Journal de Trevoux,
Castel enthusiastically reported on the fundamental bass. He noted in
passing that the aliquot string divisions Rameau used as his principle of
harmony occur naturally in any vibrating string:
Not only may a string produce at the same time two sounds an octave apart,
but additionallythree and four [sounds], and withoutdoubt the six [sounds]
UT, UT, SOL, UT, MI, SOL. It is a fact attestedto by M. Sauveurthatwhen
one plucks a long string in the still of the night, one hears the 12thUT, UT,
SOL, and often even the 17thUT, UT, SOL, UT, MI, and in trumpets,one
may hear even further,so that in physics, naturegives us the same system
which M. Rameau has discovered in numbers. ..5
Needless to say, Rameau must have been delighted by this revelation. Had
he known of this fact when writing the Traite, there is no doubt that he
would have utilized it as his principle of harmony. Not only did the series
of harmonic overtones offer a more "natural"origin for the major triad, it
also provided a more secure definition of a chord root: a root was nothing
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less than an acoustical generator. Immediately upon learning of the overtone
series, Rameau seized upon it as his long-sought principle of harmony.
Before the ink barely had time to dry in the Traite, Rameau was at work
on a second treatise to announce his new principle of harmony. This was
to be the Nouveau Systeme de musique theorique of 1726. Not coincidentally, the title he chose was taken from Fontenelle's report on Sauveur's
work. Rameau began his Nouveau systeme with these portentous words:
There is actually in us a germ of harmonywhich apparentlyhas not been
noticed until now. It is nonethelesseasily perceivedin a stringor a pipe, etc.
whose resonance produces three different sounds at once. Supposing this
same effect in all sonorous bodies, one ought logically to suppose it in the
sound of our voice, even if it is not evident7
The three sounds contained in the fundamental frequency of every "corps
sonore" Rameau insisted, are always the octave, the perfect twelfth and the
major seventeenth.8With great self-confidence, he concluded, "We believe
we are thus able to propose this experiment as a fact which will serve us
as a principle for establishing all our consequences."9
Despite all the fanfare, the Nouveau systeme did not really develop his
new principle of the corps sonore. The remainder of the treatise served as
a supplement and elaboration of the Traite.'1 Important new theoretical
ideas were introduced in the Nouveau systeme, among them the geometric
proportion and the subdominant function. However, there was no substantial theoretical investigation of the corps sonore. Rameau evidently needed
time to work out the musical implications of his new acoustic principle. It
was not until 1737 that he published a treatise on harmony fully exploiting
the corps sonore as a theoretical basis.
Shortly after arriving in Paris, Rameau had made the acquaintance of the
scientist Jean Jacques Dortous de Mairan (1678-1771). Mairan had been
censor for the permis d'imprimes at the time Rameau published his first
book of Pieces de clavecin in 1724." Rameau's friendship with Mairan
would prove to be of great consequence in future years. Mairan was one of
the leading members of the Academie royale des sciences. Succeeding Fontenelle as secretaire perpetuel in 1741, Mairan had long interested himself
in acoustics. As early as 1715he had written on the subject. Although one
of the last major defenders of Cartesian physics in the Academy, he was
acquainted with much of Newton's work and in fact early in the century
helped promote his optical theories.12 He was particularly fascinated by a
suggestion Newton had made in the Opticks equating the wave spectrum of
colors to the ratios of the diatonic scale. Newton's "color-sound" analogy
stimulated much discussion in the eighteenth century and was a subject to
which Mairan made frequent reference, although he was dubious of its
validity.13
Mairan'smost original contribution to acoustics was a novel hypothesis
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of sound propagation outlined in a lengthy paper read before the Academy
in 1737.'4In his paper, Mairan was interested in explaining, among other
things, the paradox of sound propagation. How was it that various sounds
of differing pitch could be transmitted simultaneously through the air to the
ear without any apparent interference? For a number of ill-conceived
reasons, Mairan rejected the then-prevalent wave theory which explained
sound waves as analogous to the small circles one sees when pebbles are
thrown into a still pond. Instead, Mairan proposed an entirely mechanistic
theory, one revealing his deep-rooted Cartesianism. His theory was based
upon the atomistic theories held by such seventeenth-century scientists as
Gassendi and de La Hire. Mairan hypothesized that air is a composite of
different-sized atomic particles, each particle capable of vibrating at a
single distinct frequency depending on its size. The propagation of sound,
then, was essentially a chain reaction of sympathetically vibrating particles.
Only in this way, Mairan argued, can sounds of differing pitch (as well as
differing timbre and dynamic) reach the ear without interference.
Mairan was convinced that his hypothesis solved a host of acoustical
paradoxes insoluable by competing theories. It showed not only how differing
pitches can be propagated through the air, but it suggested how the ear can
recognize these pitches. Mairan described the basilar membrane which
carpeted the inner ear as a "veritable musical instrument." Each fiber of the
basilar membrane is tuned-just like an air particle-to respond to a unique
frequency.'5Of importance to the present study, Mairan'shypothesis explained the mystery of harmonic overtones. He reported that, "in the presence of
a very competent musician," he plucked a string and was able to hear an octave, twelfth, double octave, and seventeenth above the fundamental.'6 "What
is the cause of this extraordinaryeffect?"he asked. "It is clear that this cause
cannot reside in the corps sonore or in the sound itself, in the string, or in
the air." Objecting that something cannot vibrate simultaneously at different
frequencies, Mairan concluded that this phenomenon must originate in the
sympathetic resonance of commensurate air particles. In other words, the
vibrations of any particle will also agitate those particles whose frequencies
are integrally related in harmonic proportion to that of the original sounding
frequency, just as we observe in the sympathetic resonance of harmonically
tuned strings. "This is why a string which by itself can only excite in the air
a unison-or its octaves, may on occasion make heard the fifth and the third
or their octaves." Mairan concludes:
This is one of the experiencesthat in my opinion is inexplicableby any other
system. One finds here at the same time the principle laws of harmonydictated by natureherself; the major triad foundedon the correspondencethat
the harmonic particles of the air possess between themselves and a fecund
source of rules, which art and calculationcan extend, and which all philosophy will admit.'7
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Mairan'sexplanation of our instinct for harmony is surprisingly Lockian
coming from such a strong Cartesian. Perhaps the triad is not implanted in
our minds as an innate idea, he admits; hearing tones with their concomitant harmonics of the third and fifth, however, and "repeated millions of
times since our birth, forms in us a habit that can justly be called a natural
sentiment for harmony." This is clearly a basis for developing a theory of
music, he adds, and very much worthy of contemplation.
But I shall refrainfrom entering into this in detail, as a celebratedmusician
of our day, to whom my ideas and my hypothesisare not unknown,will imminently give to the public a treatise on music which aims at this goal, and
is based upon these same principles.'8
The treatise Mairan refers to is Rameau's Generation harmonique published in 1737. In this work, Rameau adopted Mairan's hypothesis as the
explanation for harmonic overtones heard in the corps sonore. "Harmony,"
Rameau began his treatise, "which consists of an agreeable mixture of
several different sounds is a natural effect, the cause of which resides in the
air agitated by the percussion of each individual corps sonore."'9 Rameau
then proceeded to detail Mairan's hypopthesis in detail (giving due credit
to the scientist). In the course of his presentation, Rameau augmented
Mairan's theory with numerous of his own acoustical "hypotheses" and
"experiments," ostensibly to serve as confirmation or consequences of the
atomistic hypothesis. For the most part, these experiments consisted of the
sounding of various instruments: trumpets, bells, organ pipes, and even a
pair of tongs. Rameau reported that one hears in any tone of these instruments a strictly harmonic series of upper partials. The accuracy of Rameau's observations, though, are questionable. As we will soon see, many
such instruments produce inharmonic partials. Nonetheless, Rameau found
in Mairan'shypothesis reasonable grounds for believing that overtones were
indigenous to all vibrating systems, and that these overtones were always
uniformally harmonic. As far as he could see, his music theory was on firm
scientific footing. Unfortunately, though, this would not prove to be the
case. In parts of the Generation harmonique, Rameau quite blatantly misinterpreted Mairan'sthesis in order to justify one or another of his theoretical
arguments. The most glaring example of this is Rameau's discussion of the
minor triad. Rameau used Mairan'satomistic hypothesis not only to account
for the upper partials heard in a corps sonore, forming the major triad, but
also to assert the existence of a series of lower harmonics forming the minor
triad.20
In proposition five, Rameau suggested that a sounding string will not
only activate higher partials through the agitation of air particles whose
natural frequencies are integral multiples of the fundamental (the upper
octave, twelfth, and so forth.), but it will also activate those air particles
whose frequencies are integral divisors of the fundamental. This would
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produce the reciprocal (arithmetic) series of a lower octave, 12th, 17th, and
so forth. Rameau's point with all this is that the minor triad is as much a
product of "harmonic generation" as is the major triad. Of course, things
were not quite as simple as that. By this reasoning, the generator of the
minor triad is its fifth, for example, G in a C minor triad. Such a proposition, though, wreaks havoc with his rules governing the progression of roots
in the fundamentalbass. Most importantly,though, there was just no empirical evidence for the existence of lower harmonics. Rameau admitted that
"the slowest vibrations have more power over the fastest than the latter have
over the former, and in consequence, because the fastest vibrations can only
agitate the slowest vibrations weakly, they cannot give those bodies sufficiently strong agitation for the sound to be transmitted to the ear."21 In
order to verify the existence of the slower vibrations and make them perceptible, Rameau tells us in his second "experiment"to tune two strings a
twelfth apart. If you bow the higher sounding string, "you will see not only
the lower sound vibrate as a whole, you will also see it divide itself into
three equal parts, forming three anti-nodes of vibrations between two nodes
or fixed points."22We can verify that the string is vibrating as a whole, says
Rameau, by touching it at one of these nodal points. We will be able to feel
that these nodes are not perfectly stationary, thus "proving"that the string
is indeed vibrating as a whole. (I will term this Rameau's "resonance"
theory of the minor triad.3) Rameau concluded from all these propositions
and experiments that a single vibrating corps sonore is indeed the acoustic
generator of both the major triad and the minor triad. He admits, though,
that the minor triad possesses an origin "less perfect and less natural than
the original harmony,"24requiring as it does "the artificial means of facilitating the perception of a sound imperceptible by itself."25 But wishing to
establish a theory of "harmonic generation" for both the harmonic and
arithmetic proportions, Rameau must insist that the origin of the minor triad is as natural as that of the major triad.
Rameau's resonance theory, of course, is patently false, as he was soon
to realize. Strings tuned a twelfth and seventeenth below a sounding string
will not vibrate in their totality, but only in aliquot divisions producing a
unison with the sounding string. Rameau's concern, though, was with harmony, not physics. Thus, whether willfully or out of sheer ignorance, he
distorted his evidence in order to provide the minor triad with as firm an
acoustical basis as the major triad.
Notwithstanding the difficulties with the minor triad, though, Rameau
was perfectly justified in defining the corps sonore using Mairan'satomistic
hypothesis. Overtones were a well-confirmed property of most vibrating
systems. As no scientist in 1737 was yet able to explain conceptually how
a corps sonore such as the vibrating string could vibrate in such a manner
as to emit several frequencies at once, Mairan'shypothesis was a reasonable
one, if a bit naively mechanical. Around this time, though, a number of
29

scientists working outside of France were taking the first steps towards an
understanding of vibrational superposition, steps which would eventually
lead to the correct explanation of overtones and the disproval of Mairan's
theory.
As we have noted, Taylor'sformula assumed that the fundamental shape
of any vibrating string would be sinusoidal. This would account for the
string's fundamental frequency, but could not account for its overtones.6 It
was precisely upon the basis of this assumption that Mairan sought the
cause of overtones in a source outside of the vibrating string. Taylor was
wrong, though; the shape of a vibrating string is much more complex than
a single sine curve. As Sauveur discovered, any string possesses many possible forms (or "modes") of vibration. What Sauveur could not conceive
(nor could anyone else at the time), was how these forms could be superimposed into a single complex motion without disturbing the individual
component vibrations (frequencies). The answer to this puzzle was soon
found through the study of simple vibrating systems.
While analyzing what scientists call the "hanging chain," the Swiss
physicist Daniel Bernoulli (1700-1782) came to an important realization in
1733: a vibrating system possesses as many modes of vibration as the system has degrees of freedom27 This can be demonstrated by setting up a
freely dangling string loaded with a small number of equally-spaced
weights (the weights being analogous to the links of a "hanging chain").
With only one weight at the end of the string, there is but one mode of
motion possible. A pendulum is a good example of this. With the addition
of another weight, though, one additional degree of freedom is possible,
and consequently one more mode of vibration. The process continues,
theoretically, ad infinitum. Example 1 reproduces Bernoulli's representation
of the respective modes of a string loaded first by two weights, and then by
three weights.28
Bernoulli concluded from his observations that all upper modes of vibration contained nodes; for an object with k degrees of freedom, there would
be k - 1 nodes. He further realized that his findings could be generalized
to any flexible body. The vibrating string behaved like a hanging chain
loaded with infinitely many small weights adjacent to one another. Thus,
the vibrating string had potentially an infinite number of degrees of freedom, giving a correspondingly infinite number of nodes. Finally, Bernoulli
realized that the frequency of each mode was directly proportional to the
number of its nodes. At this point, though Bernoulli was not ready to say
that such modes could coexist. The concept of vibrational superposition
must have appeared improbable to Bernoulli. He considered, rather, modes
to be discrete motions which a flexible body was capable of assuming.
Soon entering into this research along with Bernoulli was probably the
most brilliant and unquestionably the most prolific scientist in the eighteenth century, Leonhard Euler (1702-1783), known to musicians for his
30
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magnum opus of speculative musica theorica, the Tentamennovae theoriae
musicae published in 1739. Euler and Bernoulli poured out a torrent of research on the behavior of flexible and rigid bodies which opened the way
for unprecedented advances in the understanding of vibrational mechanics.29One finding relevant to music theory emerged from this research. In
a study of the transverse vibrations of a rigid bar made in 1742, Bernoulli
found that the initial vibrational modes of some flexible systems were not
harmonic. That is to say, the frequencies of the upper modes did not necessarily relate in integral proportions to the frequency of the fundamental
mode. Example 2 shows Bernoulli's calculations for the first five modes of
a vibrating rod.30Only the frequency of the fourth mode stands in integral
proportion to the fundamental. Similar inharmonic modes resulted no matter the clamping conditions of the rod (clamped on both ends, on one end
only, pinned in the middle, and so forth). Again, there was no mention that
such modes could coexist, although by now such a possibility had occured
to Bernoulli.
Attention soon turned back to the vibrating string. Drawing upon their
understanding of the hanging chain and elastic rods and bars, Euler and
Bernoulli were able to show that Taylor'sassumption was false; the motion
of a vibrating string is much more complex than a simple sinusoid. Describing this motion mathematically was another problem, though. Fortunately,
such a description was now possible with the help of a newly developed tool
in calculus: partial differential equations.
The first scientist fully to develop and apply partial differential calculus
was the great French scientist and philosophe, Jean Le Rond d'Alembert
(1717-1785).3 DAlembert is today remembered by musicians as a propagandist and critic of Rameau's music theories, first in his role as coeditor of
the great Encyclopedie along with Diderot, and later in his influential
Elemens de musique theorique et pratique.32 It was as a mathematician,
though, that dAlembert was known to his contemporaries. His first writings
on partial differentials are to be found in a prize essay on wind entered in
a competition at the Berlin Academy in 1746.33DAlembert imaginatively
approached the problem by analyzing wind as an "atmospheric tide." His
findings, while completely abstract, were nonetheless of momentous importance for mathematics. In his paper we encounter for the first time the
partial differential equation "as we understand it today."34
D'Alembert's success with his study of wind soon led him to consider
the vibrating string. Although these phenomena may appear unrelated, an
accurate mathematical description of the vibrating string, like that of wind,
requires the use of partial differentials. In order to determine the position
of a point y on the vibrating string illustrated in Example 3, one must determine it with respect to the x-axis, as well as time t. Its amplitude will then
be represented by a function of two independent variables x and t such that
y =f(x,t). In two pioneering papers of 1747, dAlembert derived a solution
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which could precisely determine y with respect to x and t. This is dAlembert's famous wave equation, given below.5

a2y = C2 a2y
at2

ax2

As shown here, y is the displacement of a point on the x axis, over or under
point x at time t. C represents the constant of string tension. DAlembert's
discovery was important, as his biographer has pointed out, "because it
opened the way for the study of oscillations propagated in continuous
media."36 Field equations, as they are today called, have proved to be
among the most powerful mathematical tools in moder physics.
In his paper, dAlembert attempted to show how his wave equation could
account for the transverse vibrations of any shaped string. According to his
reasoning, such a system needed but one function to show its displacement
from equilibrium at any moment. The function would be determined by the
form of the stretched string just before being released.37 For a number of
misconceived reasons, though, dAlembert believed that the displacement
function could be of only certain restricted sorts. In a rebuttal to dAlembert's paper, Euler argued that d'Alembert'srestrictions were unnecessarily
severe. He countered with his own equation, which he claimed was valid
for any shaped string. Not be be left out, Daniel Bernoulli followed with
a third solution differing fundamentally from both dAlembert's and Euler's.
And thus began the great "vibrating string" controversy. It turned into
the most noisy and vituperative scientific dispute of the mid-century, drawing into battle all the leading geometers of Europe, which is to say, dAlembert, Euler, Daniel Bernoulli, and later, Joseph Lagrange and Pierre Laplace. We may wonder what all the fuss was about. After all, was it not possible to test any competing theories concerning the vibrating string through
straightforwardempirical analysis? The fact is, this is not the case. As an
object of scientific inquiry, the vibrating string exists in a nebulous noman's-land between physics and mathematics; it can be legitimately-and
fruitfully-analyzed from a variety of perspectives. For dAlembert and
Euler, the vibrating string was interesting on account of the mathematical
problems it posed.38 Consequently, their research centered on general
mathematical questions and methodology, and more specifically, over the
definition of an "analytic function," and how restricted this definition ought
to be. Bernoulli, on the other hand, was more interested in explaining the
physical phenomena associated with the string itself (particularly its overtones), than in the abstract mathematical questions which engaged dAlembert and Euler. Basing his work upon a careful empirical analysis of the
vibrating string, Bernoulli concluded that its motion must be analyzed by
a standing wave, and the only wave which conforms to this stipulation is
one of Taylor's sines. In order to produce the irregular curvatures which
Euler and dAlembert attempted to represent by their various species of
33

"functions,"Bernoulliproposeda trigonometricexpansionseries?0In other
words,the graphof any stringundergoingperiodicmotioncould be composed, as shown below, throughthe additionof infinitelymany harmonically relatedsines (or, as he called them, "trochoids"),with suitablyadjusted amplitudes:
r
3
y =csin a + psin 2xa + sin a ....
These sines werenothingless thanthe uppermodesof vibrationhe haddiscoveredwhile investigatingthe hangingchain. By this theory,he believed
he could accountfor all the harmonicovertonesheardin a vibratingstring.
Thus, Bernoulliwas arguingthatovertonesand the formulafor the vibrating string,two subjectswhichhadup to thatpointbeen consideredas unrelated, were indeed related in the most fundamentalway. Unfortunately,
while this theoryis essentiallycorrect,therewas no knowngeneralprinciple upon which it could be proven.A rigorousmathematicalproof would
notbe formallyset downuntilthe nineteenthcenturywiththe workof Fourier.4 Thus, Bernoullihad recourseonly to heuristicargumentsof physical
plausibility.Forjust these very reasons,however,EuleranddAlembertrejected Bernoulli'ssolution4'
Bernoullilauncheda scathingverbal
These difficultiesnotwithstanding,
attackupon Rameau.He arguedthat the corps sonore, as definedby Rameau, was a myth. Manyof the elastic bodies he studieddid not emit the
completeand strictlyharmonicseries of partialsRameauclaimed.The inharmonicmodes of vibratingrods and bars could coexistjust as easily as
could harmonicmodes. On this basis, he concludedthat
aninfinityof soundsandan infinity
everysonorousbodycontainspotentially
of corresponding
waysof makingits regularvibrations.Finally,in eachdifferentkindof vibrationthebendingsof thepartsof the sonorousbodyoccur
differently42
Parodyingan experimentundertakenby Rameau,Bernoullifound:
If youtakean ironrodby the middleandstrikeit, youwill hearat the same
timea mixtureof confusedsoundswhichwouldbe foundby an experienced
musicianto be extremelyunharmonious.43
Rameau,certainlyan experiencedmusician,hadof coursecome to quite
a differentconclusion, althoughone wonderswhetherhis conclusionwas
based on real empiricalevidence as much as wishful self-delusion. He
of the Generationharmoniquethat if one
statedin the sixth "experiment"
strucka pair of tongs, the resultantclang would quickly settle down and
producea harmonioussound.

34

Hang up some tongs by a slender thread, each end of which you apply to
an ear. Strike it; you will perceive at first only a confusion of sounds, which
will prevent you from discerning any of them. But as the highest ones
graduallyabate, as the sound diminishes in strength,the lowest sound of the
whole body begins to seize the ear . .

along with which is distinguished

its 12th and major 17th44
Bernoulli would have none of this. Inharmonic partials were as natural
as the perfect twelfth and major seventeenth, "from which one sees that the
harmony of sounds heard in a vibrating body at the same time is not essential to it and ought not to serve as a principle for systems of music" (emphasis mine).45Bernoulli would often repeat this point in his writings. The idea
that under normal circumstances every sonorous body emits harmonic overtones, let alone harmonic overtones delimited by the fifth partial, seemed
absolutely perposterous to Bernoulli.
Euler apparently agreed with Bernoulli. In a letter to Rameau in 1752,
Euler gently suggested to the composer, "I admit also that many sounds of
musical instruments actually contain their octave, 12th, 15th, and 17th, although it seems to me that this mixture is not the rule and that there are
also pure sounds."46 Elsewhere Euler was more categorical. In a letter to
Lagrange in 1759, he wrote,
As for musical tone, I am in perfect agreementwith you, Sir, that the consonant sounds M. Rameauclaims to hear in a single stringderive from other
vibrating bodies. And I do not see why this phenomenon ought to be regarded as the principle of music more than the true proportionswhich are
their foundations.7
Euler refers here to a passage in Lagrange'sRecherches sur la nature et
la propagation du son which appeared in 1759. There Lagrange had attributed the cause of overtones to sympathetic resonance:
But I confess that after much reflection, I have not been able to resolve this
subject [overtones] satisfactorily. Having examined the oscillations of a
stretchedstring with all the attentionof which I am capable, I have found
them alwaysto be simple and singular in their motion throughoutthe length
of the string, whence it appearsto me impossible to conceive how different
sounds could be generatedat the same time. ... I am thus inclined to believe that these sound are produced by other bodies which resonate to the
sound of the principal,just as one sees with [several] strings. Giving some
credence to this conjecture[is the fact that] this melange of harmonicsounds
is audible only in a harpsichordor other instrumentspossessing several
strings.8
In order to verify his conjecture, Lagrange suggests that someone "with an
extremely fine ear" and "well experienced in hearing music" listen to a
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single vibrating string with no surrounding strings which might resonate
sympathetically.49Lagrange never seems to have undertakenthis experiment
himself.
Throughout the entire vibrating string controversy, the only scientist
who accepted verbatim Rameau's description of the crops sonore was
d'Alembert. We are led to wonder, then, how d'Alembert reconciled Rameau's corps sonore with his research into the vibrating string. Surprisingly, the answer is that he did not. DAlembert believed his wave equation
accounted for the shape and motion of a string set into vibration, but he
never claimed that it also accounted for harmonic overtones. In fact,
dAlembert saw the phenomenon of overtones, much as did his seventeenthcentury predecessors, as an entirely separate issue. He did not believe it was
his business as a mathematician to explain something in the domain of the
physicist. Writing in 1761, he admitted:
One may object, perhaps, that it is impossible to explain by my theory why
a string struck in various ways always rendersmuch the same sound, since
its vibrations,accordingto my theory, can be very irregularin many cases.
I agree, but I am persuadedthatthe solutionto this questiondoes not pertain
to analysis, which has accomplishedall that could be expected of it. It is up
to physics to handle the rest.50
The actual sounds produced by the corps sonore were clearly of no concern
to dAlembert in his calculations. It was not that d'Alembert refused to
recognize the empirical evidence for overtones, rather, he simply did not
believe it to be relevant to his particular concern which was mathematical.
Thus, he could admit that "the real movement of the string given by experience is very different from that which one finds by calculation," yet nonetheless insist upon the verity of his mathematical equations.51
D'Alembert's faith that the true geometer need not, indeed, ought not,
be overly concerned with accommodating all empirical evidence may strike
the reader as somewhat paradoxical. Yet is was an attitude characteristic of
d'Alembert'sscientific epistemology, and indeed, much eighteenth-century
science in general. One might object that dAlembert unfairly simplifies his
work precisely by excluding intractable variables from his equations. To an
extent this objection is valid. However, d'Alembert's methodology is not
really so unreasonable. In solving any problem, a scientist must invariably
delimit the domain he investigates. This means knowing what to exclude
from consideration as much as what to include. For eighteenth-century
science, a certain amount of mathematical abstraction and disregard for
physical evidence proved highly productive; by analyzing physical phenomena as a Cartesian problem of matter and impact, and quantifying such concepts as mass and force, the scientist may operate with a rigorous mathematical methodology without recourse to experimentation. It was with just
such a methodology, Truesdell has pointed out, that the greatest strides
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were made in the eighteenth century in hydrodynamics, statics, astronomy,
and optics, sciences for which he has coined the term "rational mechanics."52 D'Alembert's research on the vibrating string is just one example of
rational mechanics. Although the wave equation is not adequate by itself for
describing the empirical phenomenon of the vibrating string, it proved to
be a powerful mathematical tool with applications far beyond what dAlembert could have envisioned.
Once d'Alemberthad intellectually separated his mathematics from empirical phenomena, he could easily accept Rameau's description of the
corps sonore as accurate. Indeed, what better witness is there for an acoustical phenomenon than the ear of a great musician?
Moreover, M. Rameau, possessing an ear upon which we can rely in this
matter,tells us in the Generationharmonique,p. 17,thatif one strikesa tong,
one will perceive first a confusion of sounds that cannot be distinguished,
but as the highest sounds begin to die away insensibly as the resonance
diminishes, a most pure soundof the entirebody begins to seize the ear along
with which is distinguished its 12th and its 17th.53
Empiricism and calculation each had an independently valid epistemological basis. If they seemed mutually inconsistent, that was only because our
knowledge was so limited. DAlembert had no doubt that there was some
scientific explanation for overtones which would prove congruent with his
calculations, but he did not pretend to offer one. In positivist fashion, he
restricted himself to one clearly definable subject. He refused to erect ad
hoc hypotheses-as he accused Bernoulli and Mairan of doing-to account
for a poorly understood, even if well-confirmed, physical observation.
D'Alembert believed it essential for a scientist to recognize the limits of his
knowledge.54Thus it was that he chastised Bernoulli:
Let us recognize, then, thatall these facts [overtones]are an enigma inexplicable by us. In effect, can one flatterhimself to explain them by regardingthe
movementof the points of the stringas composed of manyothers, by supposing ficticious anti-nodesand mobile nodes?There wouldbe nothing, it seems
to me, which could not be explained by so arbitrarya method.55
DAlembert's criticism of Bernoulli underscores the excesses to which
dAlembert's rationalist arrogance at times carried him. If dAlembert's bias
towards mathematical abstraction could lead him to brilliant insights, so,
too, at other times could his disdain of experimental physics lead him astray.
He accuses Bernoulli of proposing an unfounded hypothesis for which
d'Alembertthe geometer can find no mathematicaljustification. Bernoulli's
justification, of course, was entirely empirical. Long before, Sauveur had
shown that a vibrating string did indeed contain various nodal points that
were for all practical purposes stationary. It was precisely the experimental
evidence which was Bernoulli's strongest defense. DAlembert's unwilling37

ness to appreciate this kind of evidence was certainly in Bernoulli's mind
when he wrote to Euler several years earlier complaining about dAlembert's
research:
[dAlembert]gave not the slightestattentionto my experimentsto verify how
closely my physical hypothesis agrees with natureand whether my mathematical calculations satisfy the hypotheses of the physicist.56
What then of Bernoulli's conclusion that the corps sonore cannot serve
as a foundation for harmony on account of its frequently inharmonic overtones? This conclusion, d'Alembert feels, is too "precipitous," since "in
general, vibrating bodies generate very audibly the 12th and the 17thas M.
Daniel Bernoulli himself has agreed."57If there are exceptions, dAlembert
insists, they are "extremely rare," and "without doubt stem from some
structure peculiar to the body which prevents it from truly being regarded
as a corps sonore. "5 He follows up Bernoulli's example of the tongs: "The
sound of tongs, for example, may contain many discordant sounds. But also
the sound of tongs is scarcely a harmonious and musical sound. It is more
a dumb noise than a tone."59 DAlembert then goes to say that in any case,
Rameau has confirmed that a pair of tongs will indeed resonate its upper
12th and 17th after its other partials have died away.
It is ironic that Bernoulli's trigonometric expansion series offers one of
the strongest scientific justifications for Rameau'sprinciple conceived in the
eighteenth century. Bernoulli showed that the only vibrations which a
vibrating string can sustain without suffering decomposition are those
harmonically related. Given, too, that the higher modes tend to decay more
quickly than the lower modes, Rameau's claim that the vibrating string
emits harmonic overtones, delimited by the fifth partial is not altogether unreasonable. It is only when one analyzes more complex elastic bodies
capable of sustaining multiple transverse waves (such as bells and rods) that
one encounters inharmonic modes of vibration. Had Rameau been satisfied
to restrict his definition of the corps sonore to a vibrating string, then, perhaps he would have found in Bernoulli an ally instead of an antagonist.
The importance of dAlembert's corroboration for Rameau's theory can
scarcely be overestimated. Just when the very scientific foundation of Rameau's principle of the corps sonore was being attacked by Bernoulli and
Euler, arguably the most influential scientist in France came to the composer's defense.60 It is true, of course, that dAlembert did not provide a
mathematical explanation of his own for the corps sonore, the correct explanation ironically being available to Daniel Bernoulli. The essential point
is that a respected scientist legitimized Rameau's empirical description of
the corps sonore as well as its invocation as the principle of harmony. For
Rameau, who above all else wished to set music theory upon a firm scientific footing, dAlembert's support provided essential credibility.
It must not be thought that dAlembert's role with respect to Rameau's
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theory was merelyone of corroborator,though. He also served as an advisor and critic, helpingthe composerto clear his theory of unnecessary
and obviously bogus acoustical and mathematicalbaggage, including
Mairan'satomistichypothesis.The cleansingeffectof dAlembert'scriticism
is manifestin Rameau'snext majortreatisewrittenafter the Generation
harmonique, the Demonstration du principe de lharmonie of 1750. Here

some historicalbackgroundis necessary.

In 1749, Rameau submitted to the Academie royale des sciences a Memoire out lbn expose les fondemens du systeme de musique theorique et
pratique.61 As Albert Cohen'srecent monographhas documented,it was

long consideredthe properdomainof the Academyto reviewandpassjudgment upon musicalquestionspertainingto tuningsystems,instrumentdesign, pedagogicalmethods,and harmonictheories.62As the most prestigious scientificinstitutionip continentalEurope,the officialapprobationof
the Academyobviouslywas highly coveted. This was preciselyRameau's
As customary,a committeeof Academymembers
goal with his Memoire.63
was appointedto reviewthe workin question.DAlembertandMairanwere
amongthose selected.This markeddAlembert'sfirstexposureto Rameau's
theory.Indeed,it was probablyhis firstexposureto any music theoryof a
sophisticatednature. Unlike his encyclopedistcolleagues Diderot and
Rousseau,dAlemberthad no musical training.Yet despitethis handicap,
d'Alembertwas able to read and masterRameau'sMemoire,and, indeed,
he becamean enthusiasticsupporterof the composer'sideas. Tounderstand
how Rameau'scomplex and reconditetheorycould so impressa scientist
with so limiteda backgroundin music is to delve deeply into dAlembert's
peculiarrationalistepistemology,a subjectobviouslybeyondthe scope of
this article.4Sufficeit to saythatdAlembertsawin Rameau'stheorya paraand methodologycorrespondingto his own
digmof logical systematization
work in rationalmechanics.In other words, dAlembertmost likely was
attractedto Rameau'ssystem for epistemological-not musical-reasons.
(Probablya similarmotivationimpelleddAlembertin the draftingof his

Elemens de musique theorique of 1752.)

As head of the reviewingcommittee,it was dAlembert'sduty to write
a summarizingreportfor the Academy.He accomplishedthis taskbrilliantly. In a remarkabledocument,dAlemberteffectivelypresentedthe contents
of Rameau'sMemoirein clearandpreciselanguage65Aftersome forty-five
pages of quite technicalprose, dAlembertconcludedwith this flattering
salute:
M. Rameausuccessfullyexplainsby meansof thisprinciple[thefundamentalbass]the differentfactsof whichwe havespoken,andwhichno one before him had reducedto a systemas consistentand extensive... Thus,
lawsor guidedbyblindexharmony,
commonlysubjectedto ratherarbitrary
perience,has becomethroughthe effortsof M. Rameaua moregeometric
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science, and one to which the principlesof mathematicscan be applied with
usefulness more real and perceptible than had been until now.66
The length and tone of dAlembert's report stands in marked contrast to the
cool reception given the Generation harmonique some thirteen years earlier
by the Academy.
Rameau soon thereafterpublished his Memoire-proudly bound with the
committee report-as the Demonstration du principe de 17harmonie.In the
interim, though, Rameau had made a number of changes in the text, not the
least significant being its new title. Erwin Jacobi has pointed out that the
original manuscript of the Memoire was significantly revised upon publication; numerous passages and whole pages were crossed out or covered with
revisions pasted over the original manuscript.67He has suggested that it was
Rameau who made these changes. According to Jacobi's reconstruction of
events, the composer surreptitiously inserted these alterations after the
original Memoire had been read in order to introduce material- such as the
title-to which the Academy would have undoubtedly objected. And
indeed, there is much evidence for this; in latter years, when the relations
between Rameau and dAlembert had distinctly soured, dAlembert would
chastise Rameau for having presumed that his theory was "demonstrated,"
let alone that the Academy would have sanctioned such a claim68
Yet not all of Rameau'schanges were of this kind. It is just as reasonable
to assume that many of the alterations were made at the request of the
Academy. Indeed, based upon my own examination of the original Memoire, it is evident that many of the changes actually clarify or correct material found in the original manuscript. A good example is Rameau's"resonance theory" of the minor triad which relies upon Mairan's atomistic
hypothesis. By 1750, it was recognized by most informed scientists that
Mairan'satomistic hypothesis was untenable. D'Alembert, for instance, was
able to expose a number of fallacies in his important Encyclopedie article
"Fondamental."69
It seems plausible, then, that it was d'Alembert who informed Rameau
of the dubiousness of Mairan's theory soon after he had read the original
Memoire. At the point in the manuscript where Rameau speaks of the minor
triad, a "resonance theory" similar to the one proposed in the Genedration
harmonique is crossed out. Pasted over this material is a new explanation
of the minor triad which firmly renounces the "resonance theory."70In its
place, Rameau offers a "modified resonance theory." Essentially, Rameau
admits strings tuned a twelfth and seventeenth below a sounding string do
not resonate sympathetically as a whole, rather, only in aliquot parts corresponding to the frequency of the sounding string. This would produce a
series of unisons. Rameau then lamely claims that this must still be the
source of the minor triad, even though the triad is never acoustically
sounded. Recognizing the obvious weakness of this argument, though,
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Rameau finds it expedient to return to the question of the minor triad again
later on in the Demonstration to offer a second, entirely independent derivation, one foreshadowing the "phonic" theory of reinforced resonance of
upper partials proposed by Hermann Helmholtz in the nineteenth century.17
In abandoning Mairan's atomistic hypothesis, Rameau was not thereby
weakening his principle of the corps sonore. He was in fact strengthening
this principle. Now he could claim that overtones were intrinsic to the corps
sonore itself, and not the result of some mechanical collision of air particles
taking place outside the corps sonore. This was indeed a more attractive
proposition for Rameau from a philosophical viewpoint; the corps sonore
was the sole and unique source for all these harmonic partials. Every vibrating string thus contains in itself the germ of all music.
The corps sonore-which I rightfullycall thefundamentalsound-this single
source, generator,and controllerof all music, this immediatecause of all its
effects, the corps sonore, I say, does not resonatewithout producingat the
same time all the continuous proportions from which are born harmony,
melody, modes, and genres, and even the least rules necessary to practice?2
Ironically, this brought Rameau back to much the same ontological position
he had articulated in the Traite de 17zarmonie some twenty-eight years
before.
Rameau did not offer in any of his later writings a physical explanation
of the corps sonore. As we have seen, bouyed by dAlembert's corroboration, he obviously felt no need to offer one. Writing in 1752, he could confidentally assert:
As soon as the corps sonore vibrates, it divides itself into aliquot parts and
produces as a consequence differentsounds. Can we know at present what
is the principle of this division? It is one of the those first causes the understanding of which is above our faculties, and which the true philosophes
today search73
As dAlembert had argued, it was enough for the scientist (and musician)
simply to recognize and accept the corps sonore as an empirical reality without having to provide any kind of formal explanation. With the corps sonore
thus established as a legitimate-even if ill-understood-scientific observation, Rameau now had a seemingly unshakable empirical foundation upon
which to build his theory in the Demonstration. The corps sonore offered
first of all the harmonic and arithmetic proportions, 1:3:5 and 1:1/3:1/5,
respectively (the latter from the "modified resonance theory"). These proportions served as the source for the major and minor triads. The ratios
found between the two proportions provide a geometric series of numbers
with equally important musical implications; the "lower" and upper perfect
twelfth of the fundamental (1/3:1:3) provides the triple proportion 1:3:9
which translates into the primary fundamental bass motion of music: the
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progressionof fifths.The lowerandupperseventeenth(1/5:1:5)providesthe
quintupleproportion(1:5:25) upon which is founded a subsidiaryfundamentalbass motion:the progressionof thirds.The tripleprogressionbecomes the sourceof the diatonicscale, and hence the definitionof mode,
while the quintuple proportionintroduceschromatic and enharmonic
"genres."The doubleproportion(1:2:4, and so forth),which Rameaubelievedto be inaudiblein the corpssonore,becamehis prooffor the identity
of octaves.By addingthe firsttermof the tripleprogressionto the harmony
of the thirdterm(for example,F to the G majortriadin C major),Rameau
was even able to find a sourcefor the dominantseventhchord, and consequentlyall dissonance.
Howevermuchone maydisputethe logic of Rameau'sdeductionsfrom
his corpssonore,thereis an unarguableaestheticunityhere. Fromthe first
five aliquotdivisionsof a singlevibratingstring,Rameauwasableto derive
more or less successfullyhis entiretheory of music. It is not surprising,
then, thatthe Demonstrationmarksboth the culminationand termination
of Rameau'stheoreticalefforts.The elderlycomposer-by now sixty-seven
yearsold-had seeminglyachievedhis life-longgoal of a definitivesystemof musicalharmonywith the principleof the
atizationand"demonstration"
corpssonore.So confidentwasthe composerof his theory,thatat this point
in his life he undertookhis most concertedeffortsto secureits acceptance
amongthe Europeanscientificcommunity.4While he would continueto
produceadditionalwritingsoverthe nextfourteenyears,noneof thesewere
bona fide theoreticaltreatises containingany substantiallynew ideas;
rather,they were textbookson accompaniment,voice, and composition,
polemicaltracts,or essayson philosophicalandaestheticquestionspertaining to the corps sonore. What originaltheoreticalargumentswere introducedin suchworksas the Codede Musiqueof 1760werestill firmlya part
of the theoreticalparadigmcodified in the Demonstration.The essential
principleof the corpssonoreas the originof all music remainedunaltered.
Indeed,one of the questionswhich wouldpreoccupyRameauto the end of
his life was to what extentthe other arts and sciences had their origin in
the corps sonore. As he saw it, if the fine arts and geometrywere based
upon numericalproportions,surelythe corps sonore mustbe acceptedas
theirprogenitorgiven thatthe very firstsoundutteredby primitiveman-a
kindof "Ur-corpssonore" broughtto his attentionthe notionof "rapport."
In his last years,Rameau'sespousalof such metaphysicalclaims would
errode the supportand goodwill of those philosophes and scientists for
whichhe had so long labored.DAlembertwas one of these casualties.For
the geometer,the propositionthatmusic could be epistemologd'Alembert
ically prior to geometry was difficultto swallow. Eventuallythe strain
caused by their differencesled to a complete break in their friendship.
D'Alembertand Rameaubecamebitterenemies, engagingin a prolonged
pamphletwar endingonly with the composer'sdeath.5 Yet with all their
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profound differences, dAlembert never ceased to accept the empirical validity of Rameau's corps sonore, nor-with all its difficulties-that it was the
probable principle of harmony.76Thus, to the end of his life, Rameau remained secure in his belief that the corps sonore was indeed a scientifically
credible principle, and consequently his system of harmony a truly scientific system.
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NOTES
1. This is the conclusion reached, for example, by James Doolittle in his article "A
Would-BePhilosophe: Jean Philippe Rameau,"Publication of the ModernLanguage
Associationof America74 (1959): 233-48; and Charles Paul, "Jean-PhilippeRameau
(1683-1764),The Musician as Philosophe,"Proceedingsof the AmericanPhilosophical Society 114/2(April, 1970): 140-54. Indeed, there is scarcely any contemporary
referenceto Rameau'stheorywithoutsome kind of prefatoryapologia for his scientific
excursions.
2. There are a numberof fine studies that trace the scientific understandingof overtones
throughthe seventeenthand eighteenthcenturies. Two of the most detailed are: Clifford Truesdell, "The Rational Mechanics of Flexible or Elastic Bodies 1638-1788,"
Euleri Opera Omnia, Series 2, Vol. 11/2 (Zurich: Orell Fiissli, 1960); and Sigalia
Dostrovsky,"Early VibrationalTheory: Physics and Music in the SeventeenthCentury,"Archivefor History of Exact Sciences 14 (1975): 169-218. Two less technical
studies with emphasis upon the musical implications of this scientific research are
BurdetteGreen, "The Harmonic Series from Mersenne to Rameau: An Historical
Study of CircumstancesLeadingto its Recognitionand Applicationto Music"(Ph.D.
diss., Ohio State University, 1969); and Claude V. Palisca, "ScientificEmpiricismin
Musical Though,"SeventeenthCenturyScience in the Arts, ed. Hedley Howell Rhys
(Princeton:Princeton University Press, 1961):91-137.
3. Systeme gdenraldes intervallesdes sons & son applicationa tous les systemes & a
tous les instrumensde musique," Memoiresde l;4cademieroyale des sciences 1701
(Amsterdam, 1707): 390-482.
4. "De Motu Nervi Tensi," Philosophical Transactions28 (1713):26-32.
5. Memoirespour l'histoiredes sciences & des beaux arts [Journal de Trevoux],(October, 1722): 1734. Reprintedin Jean-PhilippeRameau, CompleteTheoreticalWritings,
ed. Erwin R. Jacobi, 6 vols (Rome: American Instituteof Musicology, 1967-72) 1:
xxxv. (Henceforthcited as "CTW")"carnon-seulementune corde peut faire en meme
tems deux sons l'octavel'un de l'autre, mais encore trois & quatre,& sans doute les
six UT, UT, SOL, UT, MI, SOL. C'est un fait attest6 par M. Sauveurque lorsque
la nuit on touche une grande corde, on entend la douzi6me UT, UT, SOL, & meme
souventdix-septiemeUT, UT, SOL, UT, MI, & que dans les trompetteson en entend
encore davantage,de sorte que dans la Physique, la naturenous donne le meme systeme que M. Rameaua decouvert dans les nombres.. ."
6. Bernardde Fontenellewas the Academy'ssecretaireperpetuel. It was his duty to summarize in short reportsthe work of the Academy'sscientists. His reporton Sauveur's
researchwas entitled "Sur un nouveau systeme de musique," (Histoire de lAcademie
royale des sciences 1701 [Amsterdam, 1707]: 155-75.) It should be noted that a
"system"for Sauveurand Fontenelle meant dividing the octave for tuning purposes.
Sauveurdoes not consider a systemof music in any way relatedto a theoryof harmony
as does Rameau.
7. Nouveau systemede musiquetheorique(Paris:Ballard, 1726), p. iii. "IIy a effectivement en nous un germe d'harmonie,dont apparamenton ne s'estpoint encore appercu.
II est cependantfacile de s'en appercevoirdans une corde, dans un tuyau, etc. dont
la resonancefait entendretrois sons differentsa la fois. Puisqu'ensupposantce meme
effet dans tous les corps sonores, on doit part consequentle supposerdans un son de
n6tre voix, quand meme il n'y seroit pas sensible."
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8. Ibid., p. 17.
9. Ibid. "Ainsinous croyons pouvoir proposer cette experience comme un fait qui nous
servira de principe pour 6tablir toutes nos consequences."
10. The Nouveau systeme was in fact subtitled "pour servir d'introductionau Trait6de
l'harmonie"and bound with a reissue of the Traite.
11. CuthbertGirdlestone,Jean Philippe Rameau:His Life and Work(New York:Dover,
1969), p. 522, no. 5.
12. Henry Guerlac,"The Newtonianismof Dortousde Mairan,"Essays and Papers in the
History of Science (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1981), pp. 479-90.
13. At least one person took the color-sound analogy seriously: Rameau'serstwhile admirerand reviewerfor the Traite,FatherCastel. Castel designed an occulaire clavecin
based upon this idea. Each key of Castel's instrumentwas connected to a wheel covered by a colored ribbon which would rotatevisibly when that particularkey was depressed. Althoughnot commerciallysuccessful, Castel'sinventionattractedmuch attention throughoutthe eighteenthcentury. For a full discussion of Castel's occulaire
clavecin, see Donald S. Schier, Louis-BertrandCastel, Anti-NewtonianScientist
(Cedar Rapids: Torch Press, 1941), pp. 135-96.
14. "Discours sur la propagationdu son dans les diffdrenstons qui le modifient,"Memoires de Ml4cademie
royale des sciences 1737 (Amsterdam, 1740); 1-87.
15. Discours sur la propagation du son, p. 13. This is essentially a description of the
modern physiological "resonance"theory.
16. Ibid., p. 15.
17. Ibid., pp. 18-19. "Voiladonc une de ces experiences, a mon avis, inexplicables par
tout autresysteme. On trouveici en m6me tems les principalesloix de l'harmoniedict6es par la nature meme, I'accordparfait fond6 sur la correspondanceque les particules harmoniquesde l'airont entre elles, & une source feconde de regles, que l'art
& le calcul pourront6tendre, & que la philosophie pourra avouer."
18. Ibid., p. 19. "Maisje puis d'autantplus me dispenser d'entrerla dessus dans le detail
qu'un c6elbre musicien de nos jours, a qui ces idees & mon hypothese ne sont pas
inconnues, va donner incessammentau public un trait6de musique qui tend a ce but,
& qui porte sur ces memes principes."
19. Generationharmonique(Paris: Praultfils, 1737),p. 1. "L'Harmoniequi consiste dans
un melange argreablede plusieurs sons differens, est un effet naturel, dont la cause
reside dans l'air agit6 par le choc de chaque corps sonore en particulier."
20. Ibid., pp. 4-5.
21. Ibid., p. 5. "les vibrationsles plus lentes ont plus de puissance sur les plus promptes,
que celles-ci sur celles-la, & que par consequent les plus promptes n'agitantque
foiblementles plus lentes, ne peuventdonner aux corps qui les reqoiventtout l'6branlement n6cessaire, pour que le son puisse en etre transmis a l'oreille."
22. Ibid., p. 9. "vous verez non-seulementla grave fr6mirdans sa totalit6,vous la verrez
encore se diviser en trois parties6gales, formanttrois ventresde vibrationsentre deux
noeuds, ou points fixes."
23. I choose the label "resonancetheory"instead of "undertonetheory."The latter term
erroneouslysuggeststhe Riemanniantheory thatthe vibratingstringitself emits lower
frequenciesanalogous to its "overtones,"whereas Rameauexplicitly attributesthese
frequenciesto causes occuring outside the string itself, namely, the collision of commensurableair particles.
24. Ibid., p. 32. "moins parfaite, moins naturelle que la premiere."
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25. Ibid., p. 23. "le moyen artificiel dont on se sert pour faciliter l'appr6tiationd'un son
inappretiablepar lui-meme."
26. Taylor,it is worthpointing out, never made any mention of overtonesin his study of
the vibratingstring. Ironically,in later years he read and reportedon Rameau'sNouveau Syst?mefor the British RoyalSociety. But even in his report-incidentally a quite
favorableone-Taylor makes no mention of Rameau'snew acoustical principle. (Leta
E. Miller, "Rameauand the RoyalSociety of London: New Lettersand Documents,"
Music and Letters 66/1 (1985): 25-26.)
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